6	AMONG    OTHERS
cautionary of all, Ordinary History of My Life, That
at least I was resolved not to write. The thing might
be Ordinary, but a History of my Life, that, if I
could help it, it should not be-
Now, however, that it is finished, I see that there
is a real danger that it is precisely as a History of my
Life that this insignificant volume may be regarded
by those who may chance to borrow it. Here then is
my earnest, my probably ineffectual, warning that
this among how many! others (for I have re~
luctantly preferred a less ambitious title of my own)
is not intended to be an autobiography* Who am I
that I should write the History of my Life? And if
such a History this were, how much which is
omitted, it would have had to include- For parts of
this book, I am afraid, are combative, even pug-
nacious. And controversy is not what I care for most.
The things which I care for are more domestic, more
private and more human than controversy* A
familiar face by the fireside, the voice of a child
in the garden, the sighing of the wind in the trees of
home.
But this story moves among others* Andl among
others, it seems to me, or rather among such select
others as use their pens much, there flourish just
now so many feeble but fashionable falsehoods that
it is difficult and indeed faint-hearted not occasionally
to be combative. But how easily, I sometimes can't
help reflecting, I might have been swimming now
with the intellectual current! If my nursery days
had not been in, and of, the nineties; had it not
been for the war, for that Gloucestershire am*
stiteency and my experiences of broadcasting, had

